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How we work

Over the last 20 years, the CSJ in conjunction with the CSJF, has developed unparalleled understanding of the root 
causes of poverty, identified through our alliance of over 750 UK wide small poverty-fighting frontline charities.
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Understanding the frontlines
Problems are always being solved out 

there.

Policy Work
Poverty is about far more than just the 

absence of money.

Impact
Impact is everything.



God’s own county 
Since opening our Yorkshire office 
in 2023; 

• Our Alliance of local poverty-
fighting charities has grown to 
almost 100. 

• Over £300K has been directed 
into Yorkshire charities through 
the CSJF

• Yorkshire charities have actively 
shaped CSJ work on ‘Ghost 
Children’, criminality in the 
community, the future of 
addiction support, combatting 
social isolation and more… 
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Friday 
Releases  Loan 
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The CSJ’s Social Justice Commission

Our cross-party Commission conducted an unflinching inquiry into what life at the bottom of society is really like. 
‘Two Nations’ reveals a widening gap between those who can get by and those stuck at the bottom. 

350+ small charities, experts and those with lived 

experience 

5 ‘Big Listens’ across the UK

 20 towns and cites 

6,000 adults spoken to 

10 cross-party Commissioners

7major focus groups

 

chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/https:/www.centreforsocialjustice.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/CSJ-Two_Nations.pdf


https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/12/09/lockdowns-covid-csj-pandemic-victorian-era-rich-poor-gap/


Headline Findings 



Lockdown poured petrol on the fires already alight



Lockdown poured petrol on the fires already alight

• Over 150,000 children are persistently absent in 
Yorkshire and the Humber. 

• Highest rate of Severe Absence in the country. 

• In Yorkshire cities Bradford and Hull 1 in 5 people 
are on out of work benefits. 

 20.1% Hull / 19.2% Bradford



There are some elephants in the room…

Over medicalisation of society?

▪ 40% of the most deprived say they 
have a mental illness vs just 13% of 
the general population

▪ 108% more boys with mental health 
disorders by 2030 than if the 
lockdown had not occurred

Work isn’t worth it?

▪ Just 15% of those of the most 
deprived expect to progress at work 
over the next year

▪ Increasingly, people are turning to 
welfare, rather than wages, in order 
to unlock additional income: Britain 
is sick but being sick pays

Maintenance vs life change?

▪ There has been a 63% increase in 
deaths of people on methadone 
than pre-pandemic

▪ 37% of people in recovery relapsed 
during lockdown



Here in Yorkshire…

• Murders in Sheffield could be 
avoided with ‘Proper Policing’. 

• People in the mining villages in 
Doncaster are scared to leave their 
homes due to ASB. 

• Ex-police officer, based in Leeds, 
says that the police were only 
effective for two of his fifteen 
years of service. 

• Opportunity to renovate 
thousands of empty homes and 
address homelessness. 

• Young People missing relationship 
‘red flags’ – social media has a lot 
to answer for. 

• Class A drugs alarmingly easy for 
young people to access in 
Wakefield and Castleford. 

• Stories from across Yorkshire 
about the hit-and-miss nature of 
awarded disability benefits. 



We need to talk about big charities

Charities with an income under £1million a year make up 96% of the voluntary sector in the UK, and yet… 

Big

100 biggest charities furloughed 33,000 
staff generating £197m

Half of the smallest charities expanded 
their frontline delivery during Covid

Top 10 biggest charities spend £243 
million on fundraising annually 

£243m is the income of 75,000 small 
charities combined

Smallvs.

The 16 largest charities in England and 
Wales have a combined income larger 

than all charities under £1 million. 

Overall income has declined by over 
£100 million in real terms in 6 years



We need to talk about grassroots charities

Charities with an income under £1million a year make up 96% of the voluntary sector in the UK.

Over 20,000 small charities operate at a loss post-pandemic and overall income for small charities shrank by a 
quarter from 2018-21. 



But… there’s always hope…



Reasons for hope

Past masters

Government out the way

Debates open

Canaries in mine

Regions calling

Philanthropy hungry

Infrastructure building



Find out more about our work in Yorkshire: 

Ben.Robinson@centreforsocialjustice.org.uk

Twitter (X): @csjthinktank and @CSJFoundation

mailto:Ben.Robinson@centreforsocialjustice.org.uk
mailto:Ben.Robinson@centreforsocialjustice.org.uk
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